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The battle of good vs evil is joined in this page-turning, suspenseful Christian fantasy on the border

between earth and spirit.Battling the hiveâ€”a network of humans and demonsâ€”nearly killed them

all. Now Richard and Mary take the Oneness on the offensive: picking out their targets, the cell goes

after the humans at the center of the hive one by one. Their weapons: truth, the sword, and hope

that even the most desperately lost can be brought home. Their battlefield: the past, the sea, the

city, and Tempter's Mountainâ€”where secrets still wait to be uncovered.The battle rages for the

mind.The prize is the heartâ€”and the universe itself.And no one has any idea how deep the battle

will take them ...ATTACK is the third book in The Oneness Cycle, an urban fantasy series of

spiritual warfare novels. If you love page-turning suspense, heart-pounding plotting, and fiction that

unveils truth, this series is for you. Warning: The Oneness Cycle will make you think, challenge your

perceptions of the world around you, and call you to take your place in the battle of good vs evil. Not

for the faint of heart!Download ATTACK and join the fight!Life-Changing, Inspirational Christian

Fiction: From the AuthorHey, my name is Rachel Starr Thomson. I love Jesus and believe

wholeheartedly in the power of fiction to change our lives. While nonfiction may teach us something,

fiction allows us to experience it. When weâ€™re experiencing truth, beauty, struggle, and triumph,

we find our lives enriched and deepened by what we read.Thatâ€™s why I write. I want my readers

to discover depths of truth about themselves, about the world, and about God that stretch and

inspire them. My stories are always clean, but I donâ€™t shy away from hard questions and honest

characters.Whoever you are, I believe in you. I believe your life has immeasurable worth. I believe

you were personally handcrafted by a loving Creator with a vision and purpose for your life. I believe

your struggles, your dreams, and your hurts matter. I believe you walk a path no one else does, one

that is intended to benefit the world.I hope youâ€™ll enjoy what you read and come back for more.

Most of all, I hope that through my stories, youâ€™ll forge a new depth of connection with the God

who truly loves you.Genre-Bending Christian Fiction: Biblical, Historical, Suspense, Fantasy,

Paranormal, Visionaryâ€”Always Lyrical, Always Christian, Always Changing the GameReaders

would be forgiven for asking what genre exactly Rachel Starr Thomson writes. Her work is

described as spiritual, visionary, biblical, fantasyâ€”and literary, poetic, and anchored in the real

world. Always a clean read, her books are suitable for teens but have the depth, beauty, and

characterization to keep adults riveted.They include:The Seventh World Trilogy (Worlds Unseen,

Burning Light, Coming Day): Classic Christian fantasy in the style of C.S. Lewis. Great for teens &

all readers of inspirational fiction.The Prophet Trilogy (Abaddonâ€™s Eve, Comes the Dragon,

Beloved):  Best described as biblical historical fantasy. Set in a world based on ancient Israel, these



books follow four believers in a time when judgment is coming.The Oneness Cycle (Exile, Hive,

Attack, Renegade, Rise):  Readers call them spiritual warfare fiction. Theyâ€™re Christian urban

fantasy, paranormal, suspense novelsâ€”but theyâ€™re also real world in their impact. If youâ€™ve

ever wondered about your place in the battle of good vs evil, this series is the place to start.

Warning: These novels will challenge your perception of the world. Not for the faint of heart!And

standalone novels including TAERITH, ANGEL IN THE WOODS, LADY MOON, & more â€¦Continue

the journey today with ATTACKâ€”buy now.
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QUOTE: "Lots of people have good intentions," Reese said. "But foundations matter a whole lot. If

you get those wrong, you can't build anything good on it."If the foundations be destroyed, what can

the righteous do? --Psalm 11:3For a tiny, coastal Oneness cell, the foundations of their lives have

been shaken--in some cases near to the point of shattering. The Oneness embrace their

watchword, "never alone." They embrace the knowledge that they are entrusted with the world. It is

their task to love, protect, and serve. But some of their members have done the unthinkable and



turned against them. The powers of darkness are on the offensive, attacking the Oneness and

trying to perpetuate evil through the people who stand for goodness. Evil is succeeding. Even the

strongest, most spirit-filled members of the Oneness are faced with questions that needle them with

doubt.In my review of Hive, I said one of my favorite aspects of it was the vulnerability of the

characters. Thomson capitalized on that and took it even deeper in this book! The Oneness are not

getting off without some serious soul searching, and the outcome of their questioning is by no

means certain. While the specific situations the characters find themselves in are not part of our

everyday lives, they are extremely easy to understand and sympathize with. In this fallen world,

doubt is rampant. Yea, hath God said? Since the beginning of time, Satan has caused mankind to

doubt the words and message of God and believers are not immune to his undermining questions.

And yet, for all the struggle, there is still strength in the pursuit and grasping of truth! The Oneness

members in this book fight with their very lives to grasp truth and anchor themselves to it.
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